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Introduction to Handback Files 

This is a user guide for TRAction’s clients to understand the content of their handback files in 

ShareFile. The handback files are used to confirm that your trades/transactions have been loaded to 

UnaVista, which acts as a Trade Repository (TR) for European Union/United Kingdom (EU/UK) EMIR 

trade reporting, and an Approved Reporting Mechanism (ARM) for EU/UK MiFIR transaction 

reporting. 

TRAction extracts, converts and enriches your data so that it is in an acceptable format for the 

regulators. These handback files show the reporting conducted by TRAction for your firm on a given 

day. They enable you to reconcile your internal raw data against what TRAction has reported on your 

behalf. 

 

We encourage all firms to check their handback files daily to ensure reports are complete and 

accurate and submitted within the T+1 timeframe. 
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MiFIR  

MiFIR reporting requires all transactions executed the previous business day to be reported.  

EU MiFIR requires all transactions in financial instruments that are traded on an EU trading venue, or 

where the underlying is traded on an EU trading venue, to be reported. UK MiFIR requires all 

transactions in financial instruments that are traded on an EU or UK trading venue, or where the 

underlying is traded on an EU or UK trading venue, to be reported. Therefore, it is possible that not 

all of the transactions undertaken by your firm in a given will be reported under EU/UK MiFIR.  

A. What does your handback file look like? 

The handback file you receive from TRAction will be labelled as follows: 

Confirmation.MiFIR.*XXXUK.*YYYYMMDD.xls 

*XXXUK - to be replaced by your specific client code 

*YYYYMMDD - the date when the file was created and submitted 

This file contains all of your transactions and their details over 70 columns, which is inclusive of the 

extra columns added by UnaVista after processing your trades. Among these columns, some are 

populated while some are not, as certain details are not required depending on the type of financial 

instrument and product being reported. 

For example, if you are trading a commodity future (see green highlights below), the fields UV Index 

Classification, Underlying Index ID and Underlying Index Name aren’t populated, but for an Index 

(see blue highlights below), those 3 fields are.  

The screenshot below shows the first 10 fields of the handback file: 

 Field Name Description 
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A UnaVista ID The unique ID given to the transaction by UnaVista 

B Import Date Date of Submission 

C Regulator The regulator which the transaction is being submitted to 

D Transaction 

Status 

The status of the submission 

E Data Category Blank 

F Report Status Each new transaction should be populated with NEWT if we have made 

a correction to a transaction you may see a CANC (to cancel out the 

original trade.) 

G Transaction 

Reference 

Number 

Identification number that is unique to executing firm for each transaction 

report 

H Venue 

Transaction ID 

Blank when transaction is not executed on a venue 

I Executing 

Entity ID 

The LEI of the Investment Firm making the execution 

J Submitting 

Entity ID 

The LEI of UnaVista (as they ultimately submit to the NCA) 

Further explanations on specific fields 

Transaction Status (column D) 

(i) If the status is ARM Exceptions  

This means the transaction has not passed through UnaVista’s validation and will be 

investigated and resolved by our processing team, where possible.  

Generally, you shouldn’t see this status in your handback file as our team will usually have 

corrected these exceptions before providing the file to you. If you do see an ARM Exceptions 

status, it is most likely the case that we have already been in touch with you because we 

require some missing information from you.  
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For example, there could be a trade that is missing customer details, such as a date of birth, 

or national identifier so we will contact you to obtain these missing details so that we can fix 

the exceptions. See below: 

 

 

(ii) If the status is Cleared ARM Exception 

This means our processing team has investigated and resolved the exception, either by 

reloading it, or clearing it if the original transaction was a reported in error. 

         

If the exception was resolved by reloading then you should have a separate confirmation file 

which includes these transactions. The filename will usually end in _FIX. 

Transaction Reference Number (Column G) 

You can use the Transaction Reference Number (TRN) to reconcile the reported data against the raw 

data you hold. This field contains a specific identifier unique to that transaction, such as the deal ID 

for that trade, so you can use that to match your raw data to the transaction we reported. 

B. What do you need to do? 

Reconciliation with NCA 

Under MiFIR regulation (Article 15(3)), you are obliged to reconcile your raw data against the data 

held by your National Competent Authority (NCA). As mentioned in the section above, you can use 

the identifier contained in the Transaction Reference Number field to assist you with the reconciliation. 

Reportability of financial instruments 

If you are unsure whether a particular instrument or symbol is reportable under MiFIR, we are happy 

to go through them with you and assist to determine their reportability.

https://tractionfintech.com/blog/otc-trade-reporting/understanding-national-ids-in-mifir-transaction-reporting/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2017.087.01.0449.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2017:087:TOC%20
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EMIR   

EMIR requires all investment firms to report details of all derivative contracts (interest rate swaps, FX, 

credit, equity and commodity) they enter into to TRs. TRs centrally collect and maintain the records 

of all derivative contracts. They play a central role in enhancing transparency of derivative markets 

and reducing risk of financial stability. 

A. What does your handback folder look like? 

You will receive 3 types of files from TRAction in your handback folder and they will be labelled as 

follows: 

1. Submission File 

File types and Scenarios Filename and Description 

Original Submission File TractionFintech_EMIR_*XXXUK_*YYYYMMDD _*XX.csv 

This is the original file that TRAction submits to UnaVista. It contains 

all the trades and positions reported on the given day.  

 

Error Correction File 

(if there is any validation 

error) 

 

TractionFintech_EMIR_*XXXUK_*YYYYMMDD _*XX_FIX.csv 

If the filename of your Result File ends with _error (see section 2 in 

the next page), you will also see this Error Correction File in your 

handback file folder. This file contains all the errored trades and 

positions which TRAction has fixed for you. 

 

 

The following applies to all 3 types of files 

* XXXUK - to be replaced by your specific client code 

* YYYYMMDD – the date when the file was created and submitted 

* XX – either “EU” or “UK” depending on the reporting counterparty location 
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2. Confirmation File 

Scenarios Filename and Description 

If no validation 

errors 

TractionFintech_EMIR_*XXXUK_*YYYYMMDD_*XX_.csv_UVRes.txt 

With validation 

errors 

TractionFintech_EMIR_*XXXUK_*YYYYMMDD_*XX_.csv_UVRes_error.txt  

 

This is an initial response file which will be produced following validation by UnaVista.  

If there is any exception during validation, the filename will end with _error. This file indicates the list 

of errors, if applicable.  

The screenshot and the table below explain how to interpret the file.  

 

 

 Field Name Description 

A Row Type Always 0 

B Inbound Filename Name of the file that was loaded to UnaVista 

C Import Date Date & time that the file was received by UnaVista (in UK timezone) 

D Reports Loaded Number of reports contained in the submission file 

E Validation Failed Number of reports in the file which failed UnaVista validation 
 
In the example above, ‘1’ means 1 transaction report failed the valida-
tion. 

 

F Validation Errors Number of errors on all reports which failed UnaVista validation 

In the example above, ‘5’ means 5 errors within that 1 report which 

failed the validation. 

G Queued to TR Number of reports queued for submission to UnaVista 

H Row Type  Always 1  

Row Number Row position of the report within the original submission file (e.g. row 

112) 
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Error Field Field within the report that was in error (e.g. Action Type) 

Error Code UnaVista code for the error that has occurred (e.g. 1405) 

Error Reason Text description of the error (e.g. Reporting Timestamp must be 

populated) 

I Create Date Date & time that this Result File was created by UnaVista (in UK 

timezone) 

How does TRAction deal with Validation Errors? 

If Validation Failed (Field E) is greater than 0, this means that 1 or more trades have not passed 

through UnaVista’s validation, and will be investigated and resolved by our processing team, where 

possible. TRAction will fix these reports and resubmit them to UnaVista. You will then receive a 2nd 

Confirmation File as detailed below in section 3.  

3. Confirmation File 

File types and 

Scenarios 

Filename and Description 

1st Confirmation File  

(regardless if there is 

an error) 

 

TractionFintech_EMIR_*XXXUK_*YYYYMMDD_*XX_.csv_UVTR.txt 

 

2nd Confirmation File  

(with errors resolved) 

 

TractionFintech_EMIR_*XXXUK_*YYYYMMDD_*XX_FIX.csv_UVTR.txt    

OR 

TractionFintech_EMIR_*XXXUK_*YYYYMMDD_*XX _FIX.xls 

 

This is the response file which will be produced after the data has been validated and submitted to 

UnaVista.  

1st Confirmation File  
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 Field Name Description 

A Row Type Always 0 

B Inbound Filename Name of the file that was loaded to UnaVista 

C Import Date Date & time that the file was received by UnaVista (in UK timezone) 

D Reports Loaded Number of reports contained in the Submission File 

E Validation Failed Number of reports in the file which failed UnaVista validation 

F Validation Errors Number of errors on all reports which failed UnaVista validation 

G Queued to TR Number of reports queued for submission to UnaVista 

H Submitted to TR Number of reports submitted to UnaVista 

I Rejected by TR Number of reports rejected by UnaVista 

J Create Date Date & time that this confirmation file was created by UnaVista (in UK 

timezone) 

2nd Confirmation File  

You may receive this file in either .txt or .xls format. The below screenshots show you how you can 

check if all the errors have been fixed and resubmitted by TRAction. 

.xls 

 

If the field Validation Exceptions is blank, it means the validation error(s) for a particular trade has 

been resolved and submitted successfully. 

.txt  
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If the field Validation Failed = 0, and Reports Loaded = Submitted to TR, and Rejected by TR =0, 

this means the validation error(s) for a particular trade has been resolved and submitted 

successfully. 

B. What should you do? - Reconciliation 

We recommend you review your handback files on a daily basis to ensure all trades and positions 

have been reported successfully and also to reconcile your raw data against the Submission File(s), 

to make sure all reports are complete and accurate. 

Much like the TRN field in your MiFIR handback file, for EMIR you can use the UTI column to reconcile 

the reported data against the raw data you hold. Each report will have a specific identifier unique to 

that trade/position, such as the Deal ID for that trade in the UTI column. Using this, you can match 

your raw data to the trade/position we reported. 

 

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact us. 

mailto:support@tractionfintech.com

